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LISTENING
Queries
When is it hardest for me to be ready to listen?
To what extent do I open myself to the risks of listening?
How have I been changed by deeply listening to another?
What gets in the way when I seek to translate the ideas,
perceptions, thoughts, and feelings of another into familiar terms?
When is this most likely to happen?

Advices
Listening to the Spirit enables us to hear “where the words come from” when others speak.
Hearing truth as others understand it is a way of deepening your own faith.
Just as compassionate listening can be a healing experience, inattentive conversation can be
unkind and hurtful. Undivided attention is a precious gift.
Speak with your own, authentic voice, using the terms true to your experience. Encourage
and welcome others to do the same. Read between the lines. Listen between the words.

Voices
I am not talking about listening with the human ear. I am talking about "discernment,"
which means to perceive something hidden and obscure. We must listen with our spiritual ear,
the one inside, and this is very different from deciding in advance what is right and what is wrong
and then seeking to promote our own agenda. We must literally suspend our disbelief and then
listen to learn whether what we hear expands or diminishes our sense of Truth.
Gene Knudsen Hoffman, 2003
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A person prayed, and at first, he thought that prayer was talking. But he became more and
more quiet until in the end he realized that prayer is listening.
Soren Kierkegaard

"We have the opportunity many times a day, every day, to be the one who listens to others,
curious rather than certain...It's not the differences that divide us. It's our judgments about
each other that do. Curiosity and good listening bring us back together."
Margaret Wheatley
The greatest problem with communication is we don't listen to understand. We listen to reply.
When we listen with curiosity, we listen for what's behind the words.
Roy T. Bennett
Are you listening, as most people do, in order to confirm what you already think?
Or are you listening in order to discover something new?
Anthony de Mello

People generally see what they look for and hear what they listen for.
Harper Lee, To Kill a Mockingbird
Don't underestimate the value of Doing Nothing, of just going along, listening to
all the things you can't hear.
Winnie-the-Pooh
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUNPOWDER FRIENDS MEETING
GFM MARCH FORUMS:
SUNDAY, MARCH 8, RISE OF MEETING: THE PROMISE OF THE LAND
At our March 8th forum, we will invite one another to contemplate
our sacred relationship to the land and all of creation at Gunpowder
Meeting. We will use a new Haggadah (a written guide and
companion for the Jewish Passover Seder) entitled "The Promise of
the Land." As the creator of this Haggadah, Rabbi Ellen Bernstein,
notes, "the promise of the land refers to the primary blessing that God
gives all the ancestors in the Bible: eretz, or land. That the Hebrew
word eretz means not just "land" but also "earth" conveys a profound ecological
sense. The land or earth is the home of the swimming creatures, the flying creatures,
the walking, climbing, crawling, hopping, and sprinting creatures, and us. The land, the
earth, is our habitat, and we are its inhabitants. Land or earth is the most precious
blessing a people can
receive. . . ." We will use queries and voices from the Haggadah and other sources to
guide our sharing as we look deeply at the land, the eretz, we call home at
Gunpowder. This forum is hosted by the Spirit and Nature Working Group.
SUNDAY, MARCH 29, RISE OF MEETING: FRIENDLY FUN FOR EVERYONE
After rise of Meeting, friends of all ages and abilities are invited to participate
in cooperative games and community building activities lead by Heather Sowers.
Wear a smile and your thinking caps and get ready for awesome intergenerational
fun. We will be outside weather permitting!
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Announcements, continued…
BIBLE STUDY: SUNDAY MARCH 22, 9AM
We invite you to join in our continuing engagement with the
Bible, a complex, rich, and challenging compilation of texts
that were so formative for our early Quaker ancestors. We
read and engage the text using a method developed by Larry
and Joanna Spears. Using this method, we read aloud a short
passage and settle into a time of quiet reflection on five
simple prompts: what is the main point of the passage?; what
new Light do I encounter in this passage today?; how is the
passage true to my experience?; what implications are there
in this passage for further thought or action?; what problems
do I have with this passage? After quiet individual reflection on these prompts, we open up for
a worshipful discussion, sharing our observations and experiences in the hope of receiving what
wisdom the passage has to offer. We come away from each Bible study session knowing not
only that passage, but one another more deeply. We've been working through the Gospel of
John for the past year and will likely transition to a new book by later this Spring. Join us!

RICHARD ROHR DISCUSSION GROUP MARCH 22, 11:15 - 12:15 PM
No advance preparation is required. We will read a short passage aloud and then
settle into a worshipful discussion. Here is an excerpt from last month’s passage:
"The individual zealot tries to rise above 'the rotten, decadent system,' as
Dorothy Day called it, by attempting solutions that usually attack the
symptoms. That attempt may make the individual and the state feel moral, but it rarely touches the
underlying causes....
...Frankly, addressing root causes and taking appropriate action require a lot more work and spiritual
intelligence. Our egos will always be on the lookout for a quick fix and immediate satisfaction, which too
often leads to a deeply flawed solution. But the gift of contemplative practice is the ability to remain
humble and hold the tension between the rightness and wrongness on each side of the issue until the
Spirit moves in and offers us a wiser course of action."

BROADMEAD NEWS: The Broadmead Quaker Worship Group meets
every Sunday from 11AM – 11:45AM in the Auditorium in the Center.
Friendly
visitors are most welcome. Quaker Thursday lunch has resumed.

BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETING (BYM)
SUNDAY, MARCH 21, HOPEWELL CENTER MEETING: Third Month Interim Meeting for 2020
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HOW TO BE AN ANTIRACIST
Martin Luther King, Jr., disagreed with Brown vs. Board of Education, 1954. “I favor
integration on buses and in all areas of public accommodation and travel…. I think
integration in our public schools is different,” King told two Black teachers in
Montgomery, Alabama, in 1959. “White people view Black people as inferior…. People
with such a low view of the black race cannot be given free rein and put in charge of the
intellectual care and development of our boys and girls.” (p. 177)
After Brown, the integrated White space came to define the ideal integrated space
where inferior non-White bodies could be developed. The integrated Black space
became a de facto segregated space where inferior Black bodies were left behind.
Integration had turned into a “one-way street,” a young Chicago lawyer observed in
1995. “The minority assimilate into the dominant culture, not the other way around,”
Barack Obama wrote. “Only white culture could be neutral and objective. Only white
culture could be nonracial.” Integration (into Whiteness) became racial progress. (p.
178)
From How To Be an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi, 2019. It can be useful to consider to
what extent these observations from the 1950s and 1990s still apply today. Some local
Meetings have formed groups to read and discuss this book—and others. Book
discussion groups can be part of the Change Group process.

QUERY: How do I resist seeing my lifestyle as “normal” and judging
other lifestyles against that?

This column is prepared by the BYM Working Group on Racism (WGR) and sent to the designated liaison at each local
Meeting. The BYM WGR meets most months on the third Saturday from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm. Locations vary to allow
access to more Friends. If you would like to attend, on a regular or a drop-in basis, contact clerk David Etheridge,
david.etheridge@verizon.net.
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Seeking your feedback for FCNL on March 15th
Just after Rise of Meeting and before Meeting for Business
(changed from March 1st)
Every other year the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) asks Gunpowder Friends
Meeting, along with meetings, churches and organizations around the nation, to help discern
legislative priorities. Priorities established now will guide FCNL’s work with the 117th Congress
(2021-22), beginning January 2021. Using the four FCNL policy statements listed below as the
framework, the specific issues we identify will be considered for the focus of FCNL’s future
lobbying efforts.
The World We Seek:
We seek a world
free of war and the threat of war
We seek a society
with equity and justice for all
We seek a community
where every person’s potential may be fulfilled
We seek an earth restored

On March 15th, during Coffee Social time, Friends will be encouraged to provide feedback,
following the process used for this purpose two years ago. Four sheets of paper will be posted
on the Meetinghouse walls. Each will be headed with one of the policy statements. Sticky note
pads will be provided on which to write your specific concerns as they relate to one of the four
“We Seek…..” statements, affixing them to the statements to which they pertain.
Prior to the FCNL’s April 10th due date, we will review the entries, collating and condensing the
related statements to seven, each limited to 30 words or less as requested by FCNL. These will
be submitted electronically for further discernment by FCNL.
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OFFERINGS
Today’s Offering is from First Day School on what it means to be a Friend.
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For more information visit: https://www.pym.org/making-a-difference-black-quaker-history/
Periodically, a new feature, For Your Consideration, will appear in the GFM monthly newsletter featuring
submissions from members of the community who wish to share information about social justice issues
and activists and other noteworthy subjects for the benefit of our enrichment and education. The success
of the feature will depend on the participation of the community and the number of items submitted. This
month’s story on Bayard Rustin was submitted by Elizabeth Koopman.
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__________________________________________________________________________
3rd MONTH
Sun 3/1

10AM
11:15AM

Meeting for Worship; First Day School
Coffee Social/Letter-writing

Sun 3/8

10AM
11:15AM.

Meeting for Worship; First Day School
Forum: The Promise of the Land*

Sat 3/14

10AM

Silent Retreat, simple lunch
Contact: Anita Langford. 410-560-3595

Sun 3/15

10AM
11:15AM

Meeting for Worship; First Day School
FCNL Priorities, followed by Meeting for Business

Th 3/19

6PM

Spiritual Formation Large Group

Sun 3/22

9AM
10AM
11:15AM

Bible Study*
Meeting for Worship; First Day School
Richard Rohr Study Group*

Sun 3/29

10AM
11:15AM

Meeting for Worship; First Day School
Forum: Cooperative Games and
Community Building, Heather Sowers *

*See announcements and articles for further details
The Web Edition of the Newsletter does not include minutes from Gunpowder’s Meeting for Business.
Personal Information has been redacted. The full newsletter, complete with minutes, is available at the
Meetinghouse – attenders may also request the electronic or print edition.
Please feel free to inquire with Gunpowder’s Clerk at gunpowderclerk@gmail.com.
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